The incidence of cancer in the United Kingdom has increased significantly over the last four decades. The aim of this study was to examine trends in UK cancer incidence and mortality by cancer site and assess the potential for overdiagnosis. Using Cancer Research UK incidence and mortality data for the period (1971-2014) we estimated percentage change in incidence and mortality rates and the incidencemortality ratio (IMR) for cancers in which incidence had increased >50%. Incidence and mortality trend plots were used to assess the potential for overdiagnosis. Incidence rates increased from 67% (uterine) to 375% (melanoma). Change in mortality rates ranged from −69% (cervical) to +239% (liver). The greatest divergences occurred in uterine (IMR = 132), prostate (IMR = 9.6), oral (IMR = 9.8) and thyroid cancer (IMR = 5.3). Only in liver cancer did mortality track incidence (IMR = 1.1). For four cancer sites; uterine, prostate, oral and thyroid, incidence and mortality trends are suggestive of overdiagnosis. Trends in melanoma and kidney cancer suggest potential overdiagnosis and an underlying increase in true risk, whereas for cervical and breast cancer, trends may also reflect improvements in treatments or earlier diagnosis. A more detailed analysis is required to fully understand these patterns.
In the UK, it is estimated that one in two people will develop cancer during their lifetime, a figure that at the turn of the century was one in three 1 . Large increases in the incidence have been seen in many but not all cancer types whilst overall cancer mortality has decreased 2 . There are a number of possible explanations for the continued increases. Undoubtedly, the UK's ageing population 3 is a contributing factor as cancer is predominately a disease of old age. Increased exposure to risk factors for cancer such as smoking 4 , alcohol 5 , UV exposure 6 , HPV infection 7 , and chronic diseases such as obesity 8 and Type 2 diabetes 9 are potential drivers of incidence. Yet neither the aging population nor increases in exposure to risk can explain all of the significant changes in cancer incidence. A recent study suggested that only a third of all cancers are attributed to modifiable risk factors 10 and even after accounting for the confounding effect of age through standardisation 11 incidence has increased dramatically. An alternative explanation is that increased incidence is due to the change in diagnostic practice. The increase in incidence has coincided with introduction of population wide cancer screening programmes, increased use of diagnostic tests for case-finding, widening disease definitions 12 and widespread use of advanced imaging technology 13 ( Fig. 1 ). These initiatives are intended to diagnose cancer early, increasing the opportunity for curative management and in turn improving prognosis and preventing death from cancer. However, there is also a growing body of evidence suggesting that these early detection initiatives tend to uncover cancers that were previously missed or ignored. These pseudo-cancers are not false positives 14 as they meet the definitions of cancer but they are cancers that regress without treatment, are indolent and never produce symptoms, or grow so slowly that the patient dies of another cause. For cancers of the thyroid, prostate and breast, autopsy studies have shown that the reservoir of pseudo-cancers is substantial 15 . Randomised control trials of screening for prostate, breast, and lung cancer have repeatedly demonstrated that these cancers can be found and manifest as an excess of cancers in screened arms of trials, that persist even with extensive follow-up [16] [17] [18] . As it is not possible to know which cancers these are, patients may be subjected to unnecessary and potentially harmful treatments, whilst finite health resources are wasted.
Welch and Black 19 suggested that the presence of overdiagnosis at a population level can be seen in the way incidence and mortality changes over time. They argued that if there had been true increase in life threatening and clinically important cancer, mortality trends would follow increases in incidence over time. Similarly, they argued that if rapidly rising rates of diagnoses coincided with a stable mortality trends then overdiagnosis was highly likely. Recent analysis of thyroid cancer has suggested a third way with two underlying processes in which the dominant one is overdiagnosis and the other being a small but real increase in incidence 20 . Therefore, we consider three distinct patterns of mortality trends in the presence of rising incidence (see Fig. 2 ). Whilst overdiagnosis has been described most frequently in populations with organised cancer screening, evidence is also accumulating for drivers of overdiagnosis outside of screening and outside of cancer: widening disease definitions, recommendations to investigate for cancer at lower risk thresholds, and the incidental detection of abnormalities in patients being scanned for other reasons 21 .
There has been no report describing trends in incidence and mortality rates with respect to overdiagnosis using UK-wide cancer data. With this in mind, the aim of this study was to examine trends in UK cancer incidence trends in relation to mortality trends over the last four decades.
Methods
We obtained European age-standardised cancer-specific incidence data from Cancer Research UK for England, Wales and Scotland (GB) for the period 1979-2013, incidence data for the UK (GB + Northern Ireland) for the period 1993-2014 and UK mortality data for the period 1971-2014 22 . Incidence and mortality figures were standardised to the 2013 version of the European Standard Population (ESP). The standardisation across time removes the effect of shifting age demographics over time. A comparator population is required to detect overdiagnosis in populations with a stable or even declining incidence rate. In the absence of comparator data we focussed on the cancer sites with increase in incidence in excess of 50% to establish if overdiagnosis could be present.
We calculated the percentage change in incidence and mortality between the baseline (1980) and study end period (2013) by subtracting the 3-year average of years 2012-14 from the average for 1979-81 and dividing by the 1979-81 average. We summarised the difference in the change in incidence and mortality by calculating the absolute percentage change in incidence divided by the absolute change in mortality between the study end and the baseline period for each cancer site, the incidence-mortality ratio (IMR). Confidence intervals for the IMR were calculated using a bootstrap resampling method.
We plotted the total incidence and mortality trends over time, separating invasive cancer incidence from total cancer incidence (in-situ + invasive) and invasive for cervical and breast cancer. Figures were plotted on the log scale so that proportionality could be assessed, i.e. if incidence and mortality increased at similar rates then we would expect to see parallel lines when these are plotted on a log-scale.
We compared trends in cancer incidence and mortality rates to assess for patterns corresponding to either: (A) increased incidence and mortality in the same spectrum of disease, (B) increased incidence and stable mortality driven by the detection of previously undetected indolent disease (C) increased incidence and decreased mortality driven by the detection of indolent disease and the effective treatment of disease detected early that would otherwise have caused death. In the absence of any validated method to objectively categorise incidence and mortality trends we have used qualitative judgment in order classify individual cancer sites into A, B or C types.
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Results
Incidence and mortality trends. The incidence of 10 of the 20 most common cancers in the UK has increased by more than 50% in both sexes since the 1980's. These are cancers of the breast, cervix, kidney, liver, melanoma, non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL), oral, prostate, thyroid, and uterine cancers. The largest relative change in incidence is observed for melanoma, increasing by 375% ( Table 1 ). The incidence of cervical, kidney, liver, NHL, prostate and thyroid cancer have all increased by more than 150% since 1980. The lowest relative change was in uterine cancer which has increased 67% over the same period (Table 1) . For breast, cervical, thyroid and uterine cancer, mortality was lower at the end of the study period compared to the start. The largest relative reduction in cancer specific mortality was in cervical cancer, which has reduced by 69% since 1980. The only other cancer to see significant reductions in cancer mortality was breast (35% reduction in mortality). In all but liver cancer, the change in incidence has far exceeded the change in mortality.
Invasive vs in-situ cancer. Increases in invasive breast cancer account for the majority of breast cancers but the incidence of in-situ forms has increased by over 500% from 3 per 100,000 in 1980 to 23 per 100,000 in 2013 (Fig. 3) . Breast cancer incidence rose quickly between 1980 and 1999 at 2.6% per year then slowed to 1%. The decline in breast cancer mortality followed three years after the introduction of the breast screening programme in 1986 (See Fig. 1) .
In-situ forms of cervical cancer (cervical intra-epithelial neoplasia (CIN III), adenocarcinoma in-situ, intraepithelial glandular neoplasia and severe dysplasia of cervix uteri) dominate the incidence of cervical cancer and account for all of the increase as the rates of invasive cancer have almost halved since 1980. Cervical cancer incidence, driven entirely by in-situ forms of the disease rose dramatically after 1983 at >22% per year to but has since slowed to 1.9% per year. The sharp peak in in-situ and invasive cancer diagnoses around 2009 is likely to be a result of the well-publicised diagnosis of a British reality TV star Jade Goody 23 . Mortality from cervical cancer declined rapidly from the beginning of the study period and continues to decline at a rate of 1.7% per year. Breast and cervical with their increasing incidence but declining mortality resemble type "C" patterns.
Potential for overdiagnosis?. For four cancer sites; prostate, thyroid, oral and uterine, the incidence rate increased more than 5 times faster than the mortality rate. In thyroid, oral and uterine cancers the mortality has not changed significantly in over three decades, for prostate cancer mortality increased then declined but is yet to return to where the level seen in the early seventies. These four cancers bear the closest resemblance to the classic type "B" pattern of increasing incidence and stable mortality (Fig. 4) . The trends in liver cancer closely resemble the type "A" pattern but kidney cancer, melanoma and NHL are "C" type with mortality increasing but not nearly to the extent of the increases in incidence (see Fig. 5 ).
Discussion
Our analysis highlights that the incidence of ten of the most common cancers in the UK has increased significantly over the last four decades at a higher rate than cancer specific mortality by several orders of magnitude. Only liver cancer mortality increased in line with incidence. For the remaining cancer sites a complex relationship can be seen between incidence and mortality. Four main mechanisms could explain increased cancer incidence without a corresponding increase in cancer specific mortality, which are discussed hereafter in relation to the UK's health system. Indolent disease is more likely to be detected in asymptomatic populations if a widely available means of detection and a large disease reservoir is present. National breast, colorectal and cervical cancer screening programmes operate in the UK and whilst the UK does not have a screening programme for prostate cancer, PSA testing can be requested in primary care. PSA testing became widely available in the UK in the late 1980's (see Fig. 1 ) and may explain much of the rise in new diagnoses in this period. At the end of the nineties, there is a plateauing (of incidence) and this may have been in response to two systematic reviews which clearly stated that there was insufficient evidence to recommend mass-screening for prostate cancer as a public health policy 24 . Stage migration or diagnostic drift is evidenced by disproportionate increases in in-situ or early-stage cancers and has been observed regionally in the UK 25 , the Netherlands 26 , and the US 27 for melanoma. Awareness of skin cancer is high in the UK. The public are encouraged to check their moles through public awareness campaigns such as Be Clear on Cancer and avoid waiting to see a doctor by having them checked by private high-street clinics. The scale and impact of private screening, high-street clinics (individual health assessments), work schemes, and charity initiatives on stage migration and diagnostic drift is largely unknown. However, it has been shown that early borderline lesions may be categorised as malignant to avoid the consequences of the misdiagnosis of more aggressive cancers 28 . Early diagnosis initiatives may advance the diagnosis of progressive cancers to such an extent that the person dies from other causes first (competing risks). Cancers with long pre-clinical phases diagnosed late in life are particularly prone to this form of overdiagnosis. For example, average lead-times for PSA detected prostate cancers are in the region of 4.5 to 12 years with median of 7 years in the UK. Even if one assumed that all prostate cancers detected by PSA were progressive, 20% of men will die of another cause if diagnosed aged 70-74 rising to 50% in men aged 85 to 89 29 . The number of NHS CT scans rose from less than 2 million in 1995 to in excess of 5 million in 2013 and a 9% increase is currently projected per year 30 . Kidney cancer is particularly prone to incidental detection as advanced imaging modalities are able to detect very small abnormalities unlikely to be related to the symptoms Table 1 . European age-standardised GB incidence and UK mortality rates (per 100,000) for ten cancers for 1980 to 2013 in men and women, for women only* and men only**. that warranted the test 31 . The contribution of incidental findings to the total number of kidney cancer diagnoses in the UK is unknown but they could make up a significant proportion as the most common form renal cell carcinoma is commonly diagnosed as an incidental finding 32 . Comparison with existing literature. To our knowledge, this is the first study to analyse cancer incidence and mortality trends using data from the UK and examine trends across a range of cancer sites. Global trends in breast cancer incidence and mortality have varied widely 33 . Our study has found patterns similar to those described in the U.S. for melanoma, prostate, breast, and kidney cancer 19 . Patterns of increasing incidence and stable or increasing mortality have also been observed for prostate cancer across Europe. We report smaller increases in thyroid cancer detection than those seen in South Korea following the introduction of ultrasound screening 34 and those recently reported from the US 20 In these data, oral and uterine cancer exhibit pattern of incidence and mortality that could resemble overdiagnosis, but very little has been described about this in the literature. Oral cancer is commonly "screened" for by dentists in the UK but evidence is limited for its effectiveness. A recent United States Preventative Service Task Force (USPSTF) evidence review found one RCT of oral cancer screening; the Trivandrum Oral Cancer Screening Study. Screening every three years for a maximum of three rounds led to an extra 47 cancers in the screening arm of the trial (rate ratio = 1.16, 95% C.I. 0.7 to 1.92) 35 . Patterns of uterine or endometrial cancer detection could have arisen through changes in diagnostic practices, in particular in which atypical endometrial hyperplasia is now labelled as endometrial cancer 36 .
Could the observed increases in cancer be simply due to cancers shifting from being labeled as "cancer of unknown primary" or CUP to specific cancer sites? Since 1993, there has been a significant drop (50%) in the incidence of CUP from 32 per 100,000 in 1993 to 15 per 100,000 in 2015 for all persons. The reduction in the incidence of CUP has been attributed to improvements in data collection and diagnostic capabilities which mean fewer cases registered as CUP's and more being identified by primary site 37 . This would result in an increase in more new cases. However, as mortality from CUP has decreased by 45% over the same time period, any increase in incidence would be matched by an concomitant increase in mortality rates. Moreover, the scale of the reduction in CUP is much smaller than the increases seen for many of the cancers we have examined in this study.
Limitations. Our analysis has several limitations. Firstly, we did not have access to incidence by stage or histological sub-type for all cancers. Historically, coverage of this level of data in the UK has been incomplete and has not been integrated into national statistics databases. Disproportionate increases in the early stages of cancer are suggestive of overdiagnosis in the two cancers for which we have data (cervical and breast cancer) we observe a substantial increase in the early stage forms. Secondly, we used incidence statistics for both Great Britain and the UK, but mortality rates from just the UK. This is because although UK mortality data is available from 1971, UK incidence statistics only go back to 1993. We also present data for oral cancer incidence only up to 2013 as latest figures have expanded the definition whereas mortality data is consistent with previous definitions. Sensitivity analyses show how closely matched UK and GB estimates of incidence are (see appendix 1). Some may question our choice of baseline period: we took the earliest possible years for incidence (1979) and mortality (1971). We could have chosen a more recent baseline period but this would have diminished the scale of change and coincided with introduction of diagnostic practice that we suspect has driven the increases (Fig. 1) . The classification system we have used extends the idea first proposed by Welch and Black 19 from two to three categories. Even with three patterns, this still represents a simplification of what are complex processes that have the potential to evolve over time. An example of this is evident for NHL which in the first half of the study resembles a type A and the second half looks like a type B pattern (see Fig. 5 ).
Implications. In the UK, the last four decades have seen marked increases in cancer incidence which is rarely matched by similar scale increases in cancer related mortality. We suggest overdiagnosis could be a significant contributor to these trends. Whilst the risks of harm may be small in absolute terms they may quickly erode the benefit of early detection: there are many more people at risk of overdiagnosis than people with aggressive cancer. For some cancers, these risks are being acknowledged, for example in prostate cancer there has been a shift towards watchful waiting in low-risk localised cancers 38 , and trials of surveillance first strategies are ongoing to avoid aggressive management in ductal carcinoma in-situ(DCIS) 39 . Results of these trials may offer strategies to limit the risks of overdiagnosis together with high-level calls to reclassify low-grade carcinomas as atypical or indolent lesions.
Conclusions
We have identified cancers for which the potential for overdiagnosis has not been previously described in the UK. As early diagnosis initiatives receive increasing support, investment must be directed towards improving our understanding of which cancers need to be diagnosed and which of these need to be treated.
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